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1. Introduction
In late 2006, the Mexican population started to experience
a sui generis conflict, namely a ‘War on Drugs’, involving
the direct confrontation between the State and its armed
forces and organised crime groups related to drug trafficking, as well as a third player, community self-defence
groups.
Following the government announcement that all State
forces would be fighting against the drug lords, violence
has become a constant part of Mexican life. By 2013, more
than 144,000 lives had been lost,1 at least 26,000 persons
have gone missing2 and countless individuals and communities have suffered from violations of their human rights.
In addition, the number of complaints concerning such
violations increased from 12,534 in 2005 to 36,832 in
2010 – an increase of 194% in just five years.3 The National Security Survey’s statistics for 2013 show that the
homicide rate per 100,000 people continues to grow, with
a 3.2% rise from the previous period.4 The lack of public
information on the purpose and expected outcomes of
these military offensives has made it extremely difficult to
measure progress and effectiveness.5 What is clearly visible to society is its effects: a daily count of bodies and
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clashes, the number of drug lords captured or killed, repeated violations of human rights, discovery of clandestine mass graves, and the general sense of impunity and
mistrust in the authorities to safeguard the population from
the effects of the escalation of violence in many regions of
the country.
Several initiatives have been created by the State in response to the exponential rise in victims of this conflict.
These include the cataloguing or recording of victims of
certain thematic crimes (section 3 below) and assistance to
victims and reparations (section 2). This policy brief intends to address the shortcomings of the statistical approaches in systematically responding to high quantity
victimisation, and argues for greater consideration of the
individual stories of victims in the process of making justice.
2. The Executive Commission of Attention to Victims
In 2011, the Attorney’s Office for the Attention of Victims
of Crime (‘PROVICTIMA’)6 was established to respond to
the needs of victims and their families. PROVICTIMA had
three main objectives: (i) to ensure access to specialised
multidisciplinary services for victims of crime; (ii) to create and strengthen current mechanisms to support victims;
and (iii) to advise victims and protect their rights. Nevertheless, despite its objectives, PROVICTIMA struggled to
establish credibility among victim groups and civil society
organisations.
One major consequence of a constitutional reform of
2012 in relation to victims’ rights has been the development of a General Law for Victims (‘LGV’).7 Adopted on
9 January 2013, after extensive consultations with NGOs,
the law can be understood as a response to the increasing
demands of society in the face of the ongoing violence,
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and an effort of the State to tend to its victims. This law
recognises and assures victims’ rights, especially the right
to assistance, protection, care, truth, justice, reparation,
due diligence, as well as other rights enshrined within the
Mexican Constitution, international human rights treaties
and other human rights instruments. It also established the
mandate to co-ordinate the necessary actions to promote,
respect, protect, ensure and enable victims to effectively
exercise their rights; to implement mechanisms to ensure
that all authorities within their respective powers fulfil
their obligations to prevent, investigate, punish and guarantee full compensation; and it defined the specific duties
and obligations of the authorities and other bodies that are
involved in the procedures related to victims.

•

•

•

The LGV was amended five months later, in May 2013,
transforming PROVICTIMA and establishing the Executive Commission of Attention to Victims (‘CEAV’), which
came into existence in January 2014. CEAV is an institution responsible for co-ordinating action to comply with
the mandate of the LGV. CEAV has three main purposes:
First, to establish and operate the National Registry of Victims (‘RENAVI’). This Registry will consolidate the information provided by the executive committees of the 32
states comprising the Mexican federation, and must ensure
universal access to the assistance provided under the Law.
Second, to define the operating rules of the Compensation
and Assistance Fund. Finally, to establish legal counsel
which the three levels of government (federal, state and
municipal) will provide to victims.

•
•

•
•

2.1. The National Registry of Victims
The National Registry of Victims is a fundamental component of CEAV’s mandate. It is a mechanism that serves two
core purposes: First, to ensure that victims have timely and
effective access to the guarantees foreseen in the law;8 and
second, to serve as a platform to integrate, develop and
consolidate information on victims in order to guide policies, plans and other initiatives in their favour and for the
prevention of crimes and human rights violations.9
During the planning process of the entire platform of
RENAVI, a number of considerations were taken into account by CEAV, including:
• Ethnographic research to support effective interaction
of the platform with victims;
• enabling a mixed registration system that allows victims, their representatives and members of the National
System of Attention to Victims to interact with one another face-to-face and online, while maintaining the
uniformity of services;
• prioritising qualitative analysis of the victims’ narratives regarding the victimising fact and the description
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•

of the harm suffered as complementary elements to the
investigation, prosecution and punishment of crimes;
structuring victims’ accounts in an exhaustive manner,
taking into consideration all possible victimising facts,
all involved persons, as well as the organisations that
are connected to the contextual circumstances of the
violation;
adopting the principle of good faith regarding victimised persons and not reducing the description of the
harm suffered to the categories of quantifiable, classifiable or prosecutable, in accordance with the General
Law for Victims;
identifying the geographical areas of recidivism, in order to record the routes, natural resources, organisations and/or communities that may be in conflict;
structuring the information related to organised crime
activities that generate significant cash flows for the
identification of unusual financial transactions;
creating mechanisms that permit access to all information for its analysis and consultation, favouring the
principle of maximum dissemination of public information, in order to generate solutions through the free
flow of ideas between all actors of society and government, whilst ensuring the protection of personal data;
considering technological architectures that allow different actors to expeditiously contribute to data collection and collation of information;
extracting data concerning flows of people, especially
migration and displacement flows, to draw connections
between them and criminal behaviour; and
keeping an inventory of the different social organisations present in the areas of the victimising facts.

Analysis of the facts and circumstances of victims’ narratives, and descriptions of the harm suffered, are relevant
sources of information for the judicial process of awarding
reparations for damages. Moreover, such details, when
methodically collected, allow us to understand the root
causes of victimisation, from a social perspective.

2.2. Comprehensive Victims Support Model (MIAV)10
The role of Mexican authorities in providing a more secure
future for its population is fundamental and yet its emphasis on statistical exercises must be improved and coupled
with quantitative data, in order develop more coherent
policies. This includes expanding the scope to consider
victims of human rights violations, taking into consideration a full account of the victims’ suffering, in order to
obtain, record and systematise valuable information during the registration and support process. While the statement of facts and the description of damage is a subjective
assessment of what actually happened, it represents infor10

CEAV, “Modelo Integral de Atención a Víctimas” (‘MIAV’)
(http://www.legal-tools.org/doc/78ff12/).

mation that could offer evidence on the recurrence of
methods, patterns of victimisation, and possible intervention by economic or State agents. Such information is not
currently recorded in the different national victims’ databases, and yet victim statements can make a vital contribution to alternative analysis, development of innovative
policies, and more in-depth studies.
For these reasons, CEAV is setting up a technological
platform that would allow victims to obtain the required
attention and exercise their rights without the immediate
need to go to an office. This takes place in three phases: (i)
identifying the persons and knowing their needs; (ii) making a brief assessment to prioritise and decide upon measures to respond to their needs; and (iii) determining
whether it is possible for victims to be reintegrated into
society, evaluating in essence their ability to rebuild their
lives after their victimisation. It is expected that the platform will systematise the different phases of the MIAV.
During the registration process, it will be possible to obtain information regarding the facts and circumstances of
the individual before and after the victimising event, as
well as the extent of the damage suffered by the individual,
the local population, and geographic region. This process
gives weight to the narrative of the harm suffered and
thereby favours the factual circumstances and allocation of
remedies over the classification of the crime and the legal
process.

2.3. Documenting Existing Victim Records
The Registry is also responsible for receiving, consolidating and processing the documentary evidence concerning
persons characterised as victims held by the authorities by
the time the law entered into force. This is a complex task,
given the disparity of resources and attention that each entity has allocated to its respective records.
In order to overcome these obstacles, there is an ongoing collaboration with the Case Matrix Network (‘CMN’).
Its ‘Investigation Documentation System’ (‘I-DOC’) tool11
will speed up the reporting burden and will also permit the
generation of quantitative metrics. In addition, I-DOC has
several valuable features that enable the qualitative analysis of each case in order to identify patterns, reoffending
actors and targeted populations.

3. Other Initiatives
Two other initiatives have been launched by the Mexican
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authorities through the National Centre of Information of
the Secretariat of the National Public Security System
(‘SESNSP’).12 It is a government-mandated body, recently
created to co-ordinate the monitoring and evaluation of
policies, programmes and strategies on public safety. In
fulfilment of this duty, it is responsible for developing general statistical data on homicides, kidnappings and extortion, as well as the National Database of Lost or Missing
Persons. Both initiatives have been criticised for over-simplified data categories, which limit their statistical value
and accuracy.

3.1. Report on Victims of Homicide, Kidnapping
and Extortion

The ‘Report on Victims of Homicide, Kidnapping and Extortion’ provides a monthly record of victims of such
crimes, generated by local prosecutors on the basis of their
preliminary investigations as well as the case files opened
at the federal level. This is made operational through a series of co-operation agreements between the local state
prosecutors and the Federal General Attorney’s Office.
However, the Report is limited to only three types of
violations, leaving aside other types of incidents as well as
those situations not classified as crimes, as is the case of
internal displacement.13 Moreover, the Report is restricted
only to incidents acknowledged by the authorities following one or more complaints. This is problematic insofar as
it necessitates that the complaint is recognised by the authorities and that proceedings are initiated. Information
recounting the challenges of registering cases within local
jurisdictions indicate that the numbers contained in these
reports do not reflect such instances.

3.2. National Database of Lost or Missing Persons
SESNSP also manages the ‘National Database of Lost or
Missing Persons’ (‘RNPED’)14 which registers all persons
who have been registered by state and federal authorities
as lost or missing, and includes cases of reported enforced
disappearances. The RNPED enables searches by name,
age and place of birth of missing persons, only after such
information has been reported and recorded by a public
authority.
A major challenge of this database is that its data fields
do not distinguish between the different classifications,
meaning that people reported as ordinarily lost or missing
cannot be distinguished from those who have been reported or classified as disappeared. This has made it extremely
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difficult to gather accurate or reliable information on the
scale of disappearances that may fall under the legal definitions of enforced disappearance and has generated mistrust.
Both of these databases provide official numbers of
victims of certain crimes. However, despite the large volumes of journalistic and statistical information, there is
little available qualitative or quantitative data on the context of these individual violations. It is also not possible to
disaggregate information, restricting understanding of the
concentration of violence in certain geographical regions
of the country, or the criminal organisations involved.15
This hinders the development of policies that are responsive to the patterns of violence or able to address some of
the wider causes of such violence. Furthermore, data on
displacement, migration, terror, dispossession, silencing
and/or “submission of the population”,16 attacks against
journalists,17 and the relationship between the different security initiatives adopted with the increase in human rights
violations and victimisation rates18 still remains unknown.

4. Conclusions
The initiatives to document the escalation of human rights
violations are necessary to map, catalogue, provide restitution to and assist those who have been victimised since the
beginning of the war on drugs. But in many instances they
remain incomplete: statistical methods alone fail to capture the contextual information that is vital to inform policy and planning. There are many examples where the adopted methods are insufficient or flawed. These obstacles
are to be expected: the national victims’ registry in Colombia has faced similar challenges, where it recorded factual
violations of more than 7 million victims, but it failed to
record necessary contextual information about the alleged
violations. For example, while it recorded that close to
80% of those registered were victims of forced displace15
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ment, it could not provide information able to demonstrate
the causal and contextual factors and patterns of the displacements.
National mechanisms to document victims should first
resolve the methodological flaws present in their current
statistical methods. They should then take advantage of
existing technology to enable the documentation of the
victims of crimes and human rights violations to: (i) analyse the problem from a multi-dimensional perspective; (ii)
retrieve unstructured high-value information to identify
the circumstances of the issue; and (iii) produce adequate
policies to prevent the causes and mitigate the effects of
this phenomenon as well as to understand its consequences.
Victims’ testimonies – with their stories of suffering –
contain high-value and often-ignored information that,
when reliably recorded and catalogued, can enable a more
coherent account of victimisation, including all the parties
involved in the victimising events, including authorities
(acting actively or passively), social organisations and
economic agents. Capturing, keeping, structuring and analysing this data is a vital process that fully values this
source of information, in keeping with the institutional
mandates of the bodies responsible for victim documentation. Moreover, these records should become a public
good: they can facilitate an understanding of the root
causes of violence, while also contributing to reducing the
risk of its recurrence by fostering a collective memory of
these horror stories that the Mexican nation has faced for
the past decade.
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